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Maj. Gen. (Retd) V K Sareen, CFA
Chancellor, The ICFAI University, Jharkhand

Maj. Gen. V K Sareen,
CFA has recently been
appointed Chancellor
of The ICFAI University,
Jharkhand. While
congratulating him on
the appointment,
The Charter got him to
share his thoughts on
various issues that
would interest its
readers.

You have had a long innings
with the Army and then
moved into the corporate
world. How did you find
the transition?
Army is highly management
based and has intensive
training and development
programs to equip all ranks
to
take
on
higher
responsibilities and accept
new challenges. In fact, the
corporate
world
has
adopted many of the
practices and percepts from
the Army. When I became the
Chairman and Managing
Director of Indian Drugs &
Pharmaceuticals Ltd., a PSU,
there were initial hiccups
but I soon got over those and
adjusted to the environment.
It is not very usual for an
Army officer to go for
The Charter

professional education in
the field of Finance. What
prompted you to go for the
CFA program?
It is correct that Army does
not deal with business
finance, so it seems odd I got
motivated to do CFA
program. It is a chance that
in 1984, I was attending
Long Defense Management
Course at Secunderabad
when newly formed ICFAI
society advertised for
admissions to CFA. I
enrolled and as luck would
have it, I became CFA in the
first batch. In fact,
completing CFA program has
been a very enriching
experience.
Since the time you first
engaged with the discipline
of financial analysis, the

business environment has
changed a lot. What
changes should those in the
profession make in
themselves?
It is said that the only thing
which is constant is change.
Business environment has
changed a lot and will
continue to change hereafter.
It is a continuing process.
Financial Analysts must keep
themselves abreast with
global as well domestic
financial issues. They must
absorb the technological
advances which may emerge
from time to time to avoid the
risk of obsolescence.
You have been recently
appointed Chancellor of the
ICFAI University, Jharkhand.
What are your priorities in
the new role?

Jharkand is a developing
State. There are no sufficient
education providers in the
state. My priority would be
to create excellent academic
infrastructure for the
University so that people of
the State are benefited
beyond their expectations.
We should achieve this aim
in the next three years.

As a CFA of longstanding
eminence, what is your
message to the young
fellow professionals?
Keep yourself updated on
professional knowledge in
your area and welcome
opportunities
which
provide exposure to other
disciplines.
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Sunita Sindwani, CFA
Chief Technology Officer, EXIM Bank,
Mumbai

Sunita Sindwani, CFA is the CTO of
EXIM Bank and the first lady
President of the Mumbai CFA
Association. While congratulating
her The Charter team got her to
share her thoughts on various issues.
will also involve inspiring the
followers and other stakeholders believing in the
chosen goal.

Tell us something about
yourself and your family.
Personally, I see myself as a
seeker in constant search of
truth.
So far as my family is
concerned, we are very closeknit and share similar tastes.
We often explore different
parts of India together.
What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
Creating and strengthening
systems in tune with changes in
business and environment in
general. This has involved
developing leaders who can
then work independently giving
me space to work in newer
areas.
My focus has always been on
governance and following best
practices. Establishing policies
and procedures has ensured
that productivity increases and
activities are not persondependent. The end result of the
exercise is permanence.
What is success according to
you?
Success is a journey in pursuit
of excellence where one keeps
The Charter

excelling oneself all the time.
It involves perseverance,
conviction in oneself and a
panoramic view of a
situation. Success need not be
expressed in material terms.
What is important is that it
should result in a win-win
situation for stakeholders.
Success involves thorough
professionalism, integrity
and loyalty to one’s chosen
vocation. It should lead to
physical
and
mental
satisfaction.
The subtlety of success can be
expressed in a difference
such as building a home as
against a house, and building
an institution as against an
edifice!

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
My mantra for success is:
Get into the skin of whatever
you are doing so that it
becomes a part of you and you
know the ins and outs of it;
persevere and
pursue
excellence. This will involve a
thorough study of the subject
and its environment and a
never-say-die attitude. This

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits ?
Reading, traveling, writing,
and directing plays.
How has the CFA
qualification helped you in
enhancing your career?
Being in a financial institution,
it has given me the power to
know and understand the
business domain. It has
combined business with
technology for me and enabled
quicker deliveries. The study
itself enhanced my knowledge
and empowered me.
Earlier, I had to depend upon
others to guide me in the
financial realm. After going
through the rigours of subjects
such as project appraisal and
planning; security analysis;
and international finance, I
could not only analyze trends
independently but also guide
others.
It gave me a holistic view of
all the functions of my
organization.
Your advice to fellow CFA’s
embarking upon their career
in the financial sector…
Let self-motivation, innovation
and integrity be the guiding

philosophy
creation.

for

wealth-

Wealth is the sustaining
force of the universe. CFAs
can utilize their knowledge
to maintain an equilibrium
in the economic universe
preventing booms and
busts. We should also find
ways of insuring against
and being prepared for
calamities
of
global
magnitude.
Besides the above utopian
objectives, the financial
sector is very rewarding and
has a lot of scope for young,
dynamic, enterprising and
innovative minds.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
My
visit
to
Kailash
Mansarovar has been an
incredible experience. One
of the miracles was a close
brush with death due to the
malfunctioning of the
helicopter.
What has been your
greatest motivation in life?
Pursuit of truth and
excellence in the service of
nation. From childhood, I
have been inspired by
idealism. This continued in
my youth when I was inspired
by a nationalist movement.
Even today, I consider myself
a civil soldier!
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AHMEDABAD

“Opportunities in Real Estate”
Manoj Pillai
Vice President, Real Estate Group, Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd.

T

he Ahmedabad CFA Association
organized an Alumni Seminar on
“Opportunities in Real Estate”. Mr.
Manoj Pillai, Vice President Real
Estate Group, Kotak Mahindra Bank
Ltd., was the speaker.
Mr. Manoj Pillai stated that real estate
segment contributes nearly 5% to
India’s GDP and is expected to reach a
size of US$180 bn by 2020. The real

estate sector includes residential space,
commercial/office space, retail space,
hospitality space, health care and SEZ.
The emerging trends are: the
unorganized real estate market getting
semi organized, large number of listed
companies and more IPOs eyeing this
segment, shift to tier I and II towns
from metros, increased financing
options
for
developers
and

consumers, growth in retail finance,
presence of large number of
International players in India and
JDA/JV/Partnerships etc. Because of
competition amongst developers,
quality of construction and valueadded amenities have improved which
has benefited the customer.
As a job and career avenue, real estate
offers openings in the fields of civil
engineering, finance and accounting,
architecture, interior designing,
property valuation services, legal and
administration.

“Customer Loyalty Programs: An IFRS Perspective”
BANGALORE

Anjani Kumar Khetan, CFA
Asst Vice President – Finance, Cambridge Solutions Ltd.

A

n evening seminar was organized
on the topic “Customer Loyalty
Programs: An IFRS Perspective”. Mr.
Anjani Kumar Khetan, CFA, Assistant
Vice President – Finance, Cambridge
Solutions Ltd., was the guest speaker.
The speaker said that customer loyalty
programs represent a structured
marketing effort intended to reward

customers for the past purchases.
Normally members under this program
are granted ‘award credits’ that can be
redeemed to obtain free or discounted
goods and services.
IFRIC-13 covers all types of customer
loyalty programs, in which the award
credits are granted to customers as
part of the sales transaction (including
awards that can be redeemed
for goods or services not
supplied by the entity). However,
if an entity distributes ‘moneyoff vouchers’ or, any other sort
of promotion that do not require
an initial purchase, IFRIC-13
does not apply.
The IFRIC-13 requires that the
fair value of the consideration
received or receivable in respect
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of the initial sale shall be allocated
between the (i) award credits and (ii)
the other component of the sale.
However, it does not prescribe an
allocation method for multiple
component sales. Once the allocation
is determined, the amount applicable
to the first component is deferred as a
liability until the entity fulfils its
obligation in respect to the award
credits. The balance of the amount is
recognized as revenue at the time of
first sale.
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“Exchange Traded Currency Derivatives in India”

CHENNAI

Sebastin A, CFA
Vice President, MCX India Limited

A

n evening seminar was organized on
“Exchange Traded Currency Derivatives
in India” at Chennai. Mr. Sebastin A, CFA,
Vice President with Multi Commodity Stock
Exchange India Ltd, (MCX) was the speaker.
Mr. Sebastin started the
seminar with a brief on the
evolution of currency futures.
Briefing on the FX flows in
India and growth, he listed the
factors affecting the exchange
rates. He presented the
introduction of currency
future market and types of
derivatives available in the market.
After speaking on the evolution of currency
futures, Mr. Sebastin explained how
currency derivatives can be utilized to
reduce the cost of handling future inflow/

outflow of foreign currency by the way of
hedging and arbitraging.
He went on to explain the minimum
requirements, margins and daily
settlement practices in currency

derivatives trading. He concluded the
session explaining the tax implications
and accounting guidelines which should be
kept in mind while trading in currency
derivatives.

“Style Analysis of Mutual Funds”
Deepesh Periwal,

CFA

Head Advisor, Strategic Financial Planning, Sampatpoorni

A

n evening seminar was organized
on “Style Analysis of Mutual
Funds” at Kolkata. Mr. Deepesh
Periwal, CFA, Head Advisor with
Sampatpoorni was the speaker.
Mr. Periwal presented the evolution of
mutual fund industry in India and its
importance in matching the financial
goals of individuals.
He explained
that achieving
individual
financial goals
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by investing in traditional instruments
like Bank FDs, post office schemes, life
insurance, gold, etc is highly unlikely as
the returns on these investments have
come down drastically and can hardly
surpass inflation.
Mutual funds offer both equity and debt
asset class funds to build a diversified
portfolio. But choice of funds should not
solely be based on past returns. Thus
various parameters are needed to be
considered carefully before finalizing a
fund. The choice of funds to invest in
should be on the following
parameters 1. Standard
Deviation measures the
volatility of returns around
its mean; 2. Beta measures
the volatility relative to the
funds benchmark; 3. Sharpe
Ratio measures returns per

KOLKATA
unit of total risk taken; and 4. Treynor’s
Ratio measures returns per unit of
systematic risk taken.
For debt funds, an additional parameter
would be the modified duration of the
fund. It helps in matching the right fund
with the investment horizon.
Mr. Periwal explained various strategies
to periodically rebalance the mutual
fund portfolio so as to align with
financial goals such as, switching
between equity and debt funds and vice
versa, systematic transfer plan, dividend
transfer plan, capital appreciation
transfer plan, trigger options and asset
allocation funds.
He also explained rupee cost averaging,
systematic investment plan, and value
averaging as strategies to create wealth
in the long term.
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PUNE

“Time Management & Goal setting”
Amit Shrivastava, CFA,
Senior Business Analyst, Avaya India Pvt. Ltd.

A

n evening seminar was organized
on “ T ime Management & Goal
Setting” at Pune. Mr. Amit Shrivastava,
CFA, Senior Business Analyst with
Avaya India Pvt. Ltd. was the speaker.

The speaker shared that a workshop
for Time Management & Goal Setting is
more into the direction of
introspection to find right answers to
most commonly encountered personal
questions, like –
Why I am in this line, why I am doing
this job, am I best in it, how come
others are better than me in terms of
their growth rate, why do I have to
work hard and still end up with poor
result, and the list goes on.
The title “Time Management & Goal
Setting” prima fascie misleads us to

think
it’s
something that
as a skill we
need to learn
and apply to our
e x t e r n a l
conditions,
workspace or
home. It indeed
is a skill but it is
not external to
us
as
an
individual. The
roots
of
understanding
the
entire
paradigm starts
with our own clarity of thoughts.
The clarity will come by identifying the
core values or the value
system for an individual (the
gamut within which one would
operate – culture, rules, policy,
discipline). The next step is to
identify the goals that would
make you happy, contented
and satisfied.
Then one should start with
writing 1, 2, 5, and 10 years

goals, which will keep you focused and
committed throughout your journey.
You may miss the timelines or you may
revise the goals in years to come, but
writing would always help to keep a
track of analysis.
Time management, to simply put, is
allocating your most precious
resource
(time)
to
various
demanding actions/tasks that
surrounds you. You should always
integrate
your
goals
while
allocating time. This would keep a
tab if it really helps to get closer to
your goals by doing a particular
task or project. It’s a conscious filter
that you can build in yourself, while
selecting or rejecting a task.
All these systems can be integrated
as an action habit of maintaining a
planner, which helps you to put
down your goals with timelines,
keeps a break of 80:20 tasks and
then a to-do list for floor level
execution. The system would act as a
control panel of your cockpit by
giving warning signs when needed
so that you land at a place where
you always wanted to.

The Charter
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“Understanding Pairs Trading”

HYDERABAD

Rohtas Kumar, CFA
Deputy General Manager – Research, Cognizant
by brokers for profit making strategy.
This strategy is useful to take advantage
of short term abberations in securities
prices. The Pairs Trading strategy
involves taking a long position in one of
the security and a opposing short
position in the other security. Ideally,
the position of long and short will be
maintained when the price ratio has
reached within one standard deviation
from its historical mean, either because
the long has appreciated or the short
has depreciated or both.
T he UB S Qu an titative Eq u ity
R es ear ch tea m d id a th or o ugh

a na ly sis o f a v alia ble sta tis tica l
tools and identified six, that can be
employed to identif y stable and
mean reverting pairs of stocks. The
too ls a r e cor r ela tio n o f d a ily
returns, the runs test, the KPSS test,
the IKPSS test, the sum of squares,
a nd
th e
ad j us ted
D ick ey Fuller(ADF) test.
The UBS study also found that once
these Pairs have been identified,
profitable strtategies can be employed
to make above normal profits. This has
been demostrated by the historical
analysis of the identified pairs.

The speaker defined startegy of “Pairs
Trading” as a profitable trading
startegy for brokers any market
conditions: uptrend, downtrend, or
sideways movement.
A pair of securities having common risk
factors should maintain a stable price
ratio over time. This is the underlying
precept of “Pairs Trading” undertaken

Alumni
Gettogether
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Cooking Contest @ Chennai
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Cooking Contest @ Chennai

Family Get-together @ Ahmedabad
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VACATION

Mauritius
Our Trip to

W

e went on our honeymoon to Mauritius in early June. June to September
in Mauritius is the winters season, when the temperature is around 27
degrees. Mauritius is ideally called the ‘Paradise Island’.
We had been on a one-week trip. The famous Ile aux
Cerfs island has some water sports, like Tuberide,
Parasailing and Underwater Sea Walk. The last one is
a beauty in which you actually go several feet under
the Indian Ocean, and then walk on the sea-bed. More
sight-seeing incudes Trou aux Cerfs volcano, Chamarel
(waterfall and seven colored earths), Fort Adelaide,
Pamplemousses Botanical Garden, Grand Bassin, Port
Louis (the capital city) and the Caudan waterfront. One
should also not miss the Casela Bird Park, which had
several wildlife in its natural habitat, the most
attractive of which were the lions with whom you can
interact within supervision.

New Delhi

The food in Mauritius was excellent, which is a great
experience for non-vegetarian food lovers. All kinds of
meat and seafood were a part of dinner in the resort.
Overall, we were delighted with the trip and would like
to recommend Mauritius as an ideal honeymoon
destination to all couples.

The Charter
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Rekha Navlani, CFA

Ahmedabad

New Delhi

CFA Association Executive Committee Meetings

Bangalore

The Charter

Pune
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Financial Analyst Training Program

T

he popularity of the financial
training program is growing by the
day. Now many freshers (CFA’s) look
forward to joining this program to
give themselves a deserving kick start
to their careers and aspirations. Ever
since the launch of the first batch in
May 2007 there has been continuous
batches one after the other, where

Announcing the
Launch of

like Amba Research & Oracle for the
first time for FATP batch XII students.
Other companies too conducted
interviews and some of them are MIAC
Analytics (Bangalore), DMV Business
& Market Research (Hyderabad),
Aranca (Mumbai), Analec Infotech
(Gurgoan), Cognizant (Hyderabad)
and Cygnus (Hyderabad).

Financial Analyst
Training Program
(FATP)
Community page on

An opportunity
to share your
experiences, views,
news and latest
discussions.
CFAs were trained on E-I-C framework
and valuation apart from the
emerging market trends with an equal
emphasis
on
personality
development through soft-skills
training.
We were successful in roping in one
of the top investment research firm

We invite you to join
us right away.

W ith this k ind o f a su ccess to
reflect upo n, we also wish the
pa rticipants of the F ina ncial
An alys t Tra ining Pro gra m, batch
XIII a thumping success in bagging
offers from top notch companies.
This batch commenced on February
1, 2011 and will end on April 30,
2011.

We hope you Will
It!

Form IV

FATP
Batch - XIV
Commences on
May 04, 2011

For more details log on to
www.cygnusindia.com
www.thefinancialanalyst.org
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Career Moves

Team Charter congratulates the achievers and wishes them
good luck for a bright future

Abhay Bhatnagar, CFA
New Delhi
He has moved as an
Assistant Manager with
KPMG.
Prior to this, he was an
Assistant Manager with The Smart Cube.

Deepesh
Sharma,
C FA
Chennai
He has
moved as
a Senior
Associate
with Ford
Business Service Pvt.
Ltd.
Prior to this, he was a
Research Analyst with
Dimensional
Securities Pvt. Ltd.

Aditya Yogi Kalra, CFA
New Delhi
He has been promoted as a
Deputy Editor – with
Thomson Reuters
Prior to this, he was an Online Producer

Vikram
Sharma,
C FA
New Delhi
He has
ventured
into
business
with the launch of his
own comapny PureValue
Financial & Research
Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Prior to this, he was an
Equity Research Analyst
with SPHPL Pvt. Ltd.

Binthu K R, CFA
Chennai
She has moved as a Senior Process
Associate with Capgemini.
Prior to this, she was a Research
Analyst with Beroe Inc.

Jhumpa Das, CFA
Hyderabad
She has been promoted as an
Assistant Manager. Earlier she
was a Risk Analyst in Genpact
Dipankar Mondal, CFA
Kolkata
He has bagged his first job as a Data
Research Associate with
Zacks Research Pvt. Ltd.
Rahul Garg, CFA
Gurgaon
He has been promoted as a
General Manager (All India
Sales Head). Earlier he was
Deputy General Manager in
Carrier Air-conditioning &
Refrigeration Ltd.
We want to feature you in these columns. Share your significant
achievements in your personal or professional life. Please mail us on
charter@iupindia.in along with your name, contact number, city and a
recent photograph.

Happy Moments
B Preethi, CFA and M N
Ramaswamy
Chennai
Blessed with a baby boy

Shikha R Goyal, CFA,
Kolkata
Tied the knot with
Rakshak H Shah
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Kandoi Khushboo
Nandkishore, CFA,
Ahmedabad
Tied the knot with Praful Bajaj

Suman Sharma
(Vyas), CFA and S N
Vyas
Mumbai
Blessed with a baby
girl
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